Isolated pelvic perfusion: plasma pharmacokinetics depend primarily on drug dosage and not the type of drug.
Comparison of the pharmacokinetics of four drugs with the isolated pelvic perfusion protocol showed linear relationships between drug dosage and two isolated pelvic plasma parameters, mean AUC (pelvic exposure, microM min) and the mean maximum pelvic drug level (microM). It appears that the pharmacokinetics are sufficiently defined as to predict plasma distribution curves for an additional drug with this protocol. Recent FDA approval of oxaliplatin allowed an evaluation of this premise. Linearity of drug dosage with maximum drug levels and exposure (AUC) in the isolated pelvic plasma yields initial estimates of these parameters for additional drugs. Use of an empirical, four-compartment pharmacokinetic model (Wanebo and Belliveau in Cancer Chemother. Pharmacol. 43:427, 1999) allowed the generation of predictive plasma distribution curves. These curves were established by optimizing the initial estimates of maximum drug levels and exposure along with estimates of two additional parameters (half-life of pelvic clearance and pelvic to systemic exposure ratio) from experimental data of the four drugs pharmacokinetically characterized. Calculated plasma distribution curves for oxaliplatin matched the experimental curves from the first three patients receiving oxaliplatin therapy, given the experimental ranges of pharmacokinetic parameters seen with the initial four drugs. These results give an overall picture for the plasma pharmacokinetics during the isolation period for the isolated pelvic perfusion protocol. Enough experimental data have been accumulated for five drugs to establish a simple pharmacokinetic model (Wanebo and Belliveau in Cancer Chemother Pharmacol 43:427, 1999) and interdrug relationships (i.e., this report) which can be used to predict reasonable plasma distribution curves for additional drugs with this protocol.